
Baw-Kiss-DOGen – Das pet 
Manage an NGO that protects animals with the same management model as a car 

dealership? BINGO! 

 

A licensed car dealer has a monthly goal and needs to sell anyway; He does 

promotions, discounts, gives away, but he finds a way and doesn't let the patio get 

crowded. If it is possible to sell cars for thirty thousand Dollars, why can't an NGO 

reach the goal of DONATE animals? 

 

Can you imagine if there was a law that limited the number of animals confined to fifty? 

Every NGO should act much more in AWARENESS, than in RESCUE pure and simple, 

accumulating living beings in huge PARKING LOT, waiting to rust. Individuals in their 

households, then, could have as many animals as they wanted, as long as they didn't 

need donations to support them. It started asking for money to keep animals, it became 

a source of income, completely distorting the meaning of animal protection. 

 

Everyone's story is the same: they started by taking in one animal, today they have five 

hundred, overcrowded, in debt and accepting cash donations. If the local health 

department took it upon itself to inspect all who claim to be animal advocates, focusing 

on MANAGEMENT and EDUCATION, in no time, we would change the culture of neglect 

and exploitation of forced misery in LOS ANGELES. It is a matter of business consulting, 

since NGOs are COMPANIES, they have all the bureaucracy and REMUNERATION of any 

commercial company. Otherwise, how do you know if they really help animals or just 

launder money from organized crime? 



The protectors need psychosocial support from the municipalities, since many of 

them are accumulators, they need more help than the animals. Or not... 

 

The point is that, if there is not a clash of management and education, the failed idea of 

hoarding animals and asking for donations, starting in the backyard of the home and 

always needing to grow more and more, will never end. Then, as they grow in physical 

size, they need more media space showing how bad it is to have to clean up after 

animals, being sponsored by companies and celebrities with their symbolic acts, serving 

as an electoral platform and the animals themselves, they continue to huddle together 

waiting for death. So do not say that you were not warned, God and His creation, do not 

make fun of them! 

 


